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SYNOPSIS

Granny is dead. Berthe is no more. Armand's grandmother had sort of slipped his mind... Armand runs a pharmacy in the Paris suburbs with his wife, Helene. In a medicine cabinet he hides his magical equipment - he's secretly preparing a show for the daughter... of his lover, Alix. And Granny? Should she be buried or burned? Who was Berthe?
CAST

Armand  DENIS PODALYDÈS
Alix      VALÉRIE LEMERCIER
Hélène    ISABELLE CANDELIER
Yvon Grinda BRUNO PODALYDÈS
Haroun    SAMIR GUESMI
Rovier-Boubet MICHEL VUILLERMOZ
Armand’s Father PIERRE ARDITI
Vincent   BENOIT HAMON
Suzanne   CATHERINE HIEGEL
Nurse     EMELINE BAYART
Mister Salvini MICHEL ROBIN
Madame De Tandévou JUDITH MAGRE
Julie     LOLA ARNAUD-LEFEBVRE
Berthe   VIMALA PONS
Olga      MARTA ROSSI
Pharmacy Customer PIERRE DIOT
Bellboys  JEAN-NOËL BROUTÉ
          CHRISTOPHE SAMOCKI
          VINCENT CHATRAIX
          GABRIEL ACREMANT
Crying Woman NOÉMIE LVOVSKY
Cousin Natuf GEORGES LABBOUZ
Magicians PIERRE EDERNAC
           SYLVAIN SOLUSTRI
           ROGER ROKA
           PIERRE SWITON
CREW

Directed by BRUNO PODALYDÈS
Screenplay BRUNO and DENIS PODALYDÈS
DP PIERRE COTTEREAU
Editor CHRISTEL DEWYNTER
Production Designer GUILLAUME DEVIERCY
Sound LAURENT POIRIER
Sound Editing NICOLAS MOREAU
Sound Mix CYRIL HOLTZ
Costume Designer RACHEL QUARMBY-SPADACCINI
Script Supervisor ALEXIA CHASSOT
Make-up FLORE MASSON
Location Manager MONICA TAVERNA
Executive Producer MARTINE CASSINELLI
Production Manager ISABELLE TILLOU
Post-production Manager BÉATRICE MAUDUIT
1st Assistant Director GUILLAUME BONNIER
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